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Abstract—Experts of chance discovery have recognized a new 

class of problems where the previous methods fail to visualize a 

latent structure behind observation. There are invisible events 

which play an important role in the dynamics of visible events. An 

invisible leader in a communication network is a typical example. 

Such an event is named a dark event. A novel technique has been 

proposed to understand a dark event and to extend the process of 

chance discovery. This paper presents a new method named 

“human-computer interactive annealing” for revealing latent 

structures along with the algorithm for discovering dark events. 

Demonstration using test data generated from a scale-free network 

shows that the precision regarding the algorithm ranges 80% to 

90%. An experiment on discovering an invisible leader under an 

on-line collective decision-making circumstance is successful. 

 
Index Terms—Annealing, Chance discovery, Clustering 

methods, Human-computer interaction, Knowledge acquisition 

I. INTRODUCTION 

chance means an event with significant impact on human’ 

decision-making [1]. It could be conceived either as an 

opportunity or as a risk. To discover a chance means to become 

aware of and to understand the significance of a chance. It is 

important especially when the chance is not noticed commonly 

because of infrequent occurrence [2], [3]. Desirable effects 

from an opportunity should be promoted while undesirable 

effects from a risk should be prevented. Various social and 

business domains need understanding of a potential opportunity 

and risk owing to chance discovery. For example, human seeks 

a chance in marketing, technology development, design, 

disaster prevention, pharmaceutics, and medical treatment [4], 

[5]. Chance discovery aims at providing a means to invent the 

future rather than to predict the future. 

Chance discovery is a fusion of a human process and a 

computer process [6]. Chance discovery is a collaborative 

process toward future scenario invention, while many of 

existing human-computer interactive systems aims at resolving 

present collision-free and deadlock-free requirements [7]. The 

human process includes (1) having a particular interest, (2) 

understanding the meaning of an impending phenomenon as a 

chance, (3) putting a scenario based on a selected chance into a 
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concrete shape, (4) running a simulation or taking an action 

based on the scenario, and (5) acquiring a new interest. On the 

other hand, the computer analyzes (1) the environmental data 

based on the human’s interest and (2) the subject data which 

records the thought of human in the above human’s process. The 

computer visualizes the analysis with a software tool named 

KeyGraph and outputs an event map [2]. The KeyGraph plays a 

central role to interface computational data processing with 

human’s understanding. Fused with a computer, a human’s 

prepared mind accelerates the ability to notice a sign suggested 

by the environments. The sensitivity of the prepared mind relies 

on human’s experience and strength of interest. 

Chance discovery is different from the conventional data 

mining in two senses. First, chance discovery puts a great 

relevance to an infrequent but significant event. The data mining 

aims at finding as many association rules above a specific 

support and confidence threshold as possible [8]. Some studies 

were dedicated to discovering exceptional rules [9]. The chance 

is neither an outlier nor noise in the sense of the data mining. 

The chance emerges between a frequent event and an outlier, or 

between frequent event sequences (episodes). Second, the 

interaction between a human and a computer is essential in 

discovering a chance which a tool of the data mining alone fails 

to reveal. Chance discovery process succeeds in systematically 

integrating human’s knowledge, experience, interest, and 

intuition on the background context of the problems with the 

computer process. 

However, the researchers of chance discovery have recently 

recognized a new class of problems where previous tools such 

as KeyGraph fail to visualize. The problem is to discover 

important events neither visible nor observed as data, in real 

social and business problems. For example, in human network 

analysis, it has drawn much attention to analyze a terrorist 

organization and to capture the signs of the attacks from 

terrorists [10]. The organization does not reveal information 

regarding the leader and a chain of command to the individual 

terrorists. Within the data such as telephone records or email 

contents, such information is never visible. The hidden leader 

and his close associates penetrate the organization like an 

atmosphere to synchronize the terrorists toward consistent 

objectives. The invisible atmosphere is a latent structure behind 

the observed terrorist organization activities. From such an 

experience, it is learned that there are often invisible events 

which play an important role in the dynamics of visible events. 

Such invisible events are named dark events after dark matter in 
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cosmology. Promising and distinguished scenarios shall be put 

into a concrete shape by understanding the presence, nature, 

interaction, and the meaning of dark events. This goal has not 

been within the scope of chance discovery. Data crystallization 

[11] is a breaking-through method by Ohsawa, where dummy 

nodes which may potentially corresponds to the dark events are 

visualized. Yet, the complex algorithm and the complex graph 

obtained were hard to understand for users. It has thus been 

desired that user can reflect the user’s interest in the 

visualization for focusing the obtained graph to understandable 

simplicity. 

In this paper, we address an issue to understand such dark 

events and to extend the data crystallization method and the 

chance discovery process. We propose a novel technique; 

human-computer interactive annealing for revealing a latent 

structure along with a simplified crystallization algorithm for 

aiding human’s identifying dark events. The following sections 

are organized as follows. In section II, KeyGraph, an existing 

prevalent tool for presenting event map, is overviewed and an 

idea of a dark event is introduced. In section III, the proposed 

technique is described in detail. In section IV, an evaluation 

using data from a scale-free network is demonstrated. In section 

V, an experiment for discovering an invisible leader in an 

on-line collective decision-making circumstance is presented. 

In section VI, future perspective is presented as a conclusive 

discussion. 

II. EVENT VISUALIZATION 

A. KeyGraph’s Event Map 

In the human-computer interactive annealing, we employ 

KeyGraph as a tool for event map visualization prevalent in 

chance discovery. KeyGraph presents a two-dimensional 

undirected graph. A vertex in the graph represents an event. The 

event ( ie ) is picked up from the input basket data ( }{ ii eb = ). 

The basket data is a set of events having something in common. 

For example, the market basket data is a set of merchandizes 

bought by a single consumer at a time (such as =ib {“cookie”, 

“chocolate”, “coffee”}, {“brandy”, “wine”, “chocolate”} etc.). 

The edge in the graph represents similarity or co-occurrence 

between events. The co-occurrence between two events is 

evaluated with Jaccard coefficient shown in equation (1).  The 

function “Freq” is the frequency of an event occurring in the 

basket data. Jaccard coefficient is used in URL categorization in 

web structure mining and in many other applications [12], [13]. 
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KeyGraph obtains three categories of events. They are an 

event cluster, a visible event, and a chance.  

 

・ Event Cluster: An event cluster is a group of frequent and 

strongly related events. The occurrence frequency of events 

within an event cluster is large. The co-occurrence between 

events within the event cluster is large as well. KeyGraph 

visualizes an event cluster as a graph structure like a bright 

galaxy which includes vertexes inter-connected with many 

edges. “Merchandizes which are bought after lunch as 

sweets”, or “merchandizes which elderly men prefer as 

souvenir” are examples. In terms of the human process, the 

event cluster is a stable structure with a well-established 

familiarity, corresponding to an ontological entity in a human 

recognition space. A group of event clusters is the basis of 

human understanding and thinking. 

・ Visible Event: A visible event is a frequent event. The 

occurrence frequency is large. However, the co-occurrence 

with particular events or event clusters is not large. 

KeyGraph visualizes a visible event as a graph structure like 

a bright isolated star which includes a vertex. When the 

number of events in the basket data is small, event clusters 

may degenerate into visible events. It is a growing or a dying 

fragment of an ontological entity in human recognition. 

・ Chance: A chance is an infrequent but significant event [1], 

[2]. The occurrence frequency is small. However, the 

co-occurrence with particular events or event clusters is not 

small. KeyGraph visualizes a chance as a graph structure like 

a pale bridge between event clusters. The chance could be a 

trigger to switch over from one event cluster to another. For 

example, attention to “chocolate” could be a trigger to go 

from the “sweets” cluster to the “alcohol” cluster or vice 

Fig.1 An event map illustrating a chance, visible events and event clusters. 

Fig.2 Illustration regarding how dark events would look like if they were 

visible on a KeyGraph’s event map. 
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versa. It is a sign toward a potentially big change. Such 

understanding helps us create future scenarios to promote the 

favorable change. This is the meaning of significant impact 

on human’s decision-making. 

 

KeyGraph employs a force-direct placement technique to 

draw a graph [14], [15]. The edges are replaced with a spring 

having characteristics depending on the co-occurrence to form a 

mechanical system. An edge between vertexes having Jaccard 

coefficient above a threshold is subject to an attractive force. As 

a result, they tend to come close together. The vertices move 

until the mechanical system comes to an equilibrium state. 

Although the distance on the event map has no strict meaning, 

closeness between events approximately represents the strength 

of the relationship. Figure 1 shows an example of a graph on a 

KeyGraph’s event map, illustrating a chance, visible events and 

event clusters. 

B. Dark Event 

There are invisible events playing an important role in the 

dynamics of visible events. It is never observed as a chance, a 

visible event, and an event cluster in the ordinary chance 

discovery process. In the human-computer interactive annealing, 

a dark event is introduced to formulate such a problem. Its 

association to visible events forms a latent structure hidden 

behind observation. But the dark events are essential in the 

dynamics which govern temporal and spatial behavior, structure 

forming and life cycle of visible events. The dark event is 

analogous to dark matter in cosmology. The dark matter refers 

to hypothetical particles which do not emit or reflect radiation to 

be detected directly. But its presence can be inferred from 

gravitational effects on visible matter such as stars and galaxies. 

The dark matter hypothesis aims to explain several anomalous 

astronomical observations in the stellar dynamics. Estimates of 

the amount of the dark matter suggest that there is far more 

matter than is directly observable. 

Here, we introduce the fourth category of events, in addition 

to a chance, a visible event, and an event cluster. 

 

・ Dark Event: A dark event is not visible. The occurrence 

frequency is very small. It diffuses randomly like an 

atmosphere because it does neither tend to cling to a 

particular event cluster nor tend to appear as a pair with a 

particular event. In consequence, the co-occurrence is very 

small. KeyGraph fails to visualize such a latent strucutre. 

 

A working hypothesis regarding the chance evolution is that a 

chance originates in dense dark events within a latent structure, 

grows into visible events or event clusters, and matures toward 

well-understood scenarios. The dark events which are about to 

change into a chance may look like an emerging order in a 

random structure. Figure 2 illustrates how dark events would 

look like if they were visible on a KeyGraph’s event map. In 

contrast to the existing chance discovery process, 

human-computer interactive annealing for revealing latent 

structures addresses problems to understand such dark events. 

III. HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTIVE ANNEALING 

A. Annealing: overall process of discovery 

Annealing in materials science is a heat treatment where the 

structure of a material is altered. It causes changes in the 

physical property such as strength through removal of crystal 

defects and the internal stresses. The annealing heats up a 

material piece until its temperature reaches a stress-relief point 

and cools down the piece slowly. Similarly, simulated annealing 

is a probabilistic technique of computational optimization based 

on physical formulas describing the annealing in materials 

science [16]. It is used to discover the optimal point in a large 

search space. 

The human-computer interactive annealing is similar to the 

annealing in materials science and simulated annealing. A 

KeyGraph’s event map is used again to represent crystallized 

dark events as in the existing chance discovery process. The 

annealing process is a combination of two complementary 

elements; human’s interpretation and crystallization algorithm. 

The two elements are illustrated in figure 3 with five event map 

examples. In the event maps, the event clusters and dark events 

are drawn schematically. The dark events are made visible, 

owing to the crystallization algorithm. The horizontal axis is the 

number of iteration. The vertical axis corresponds to 

temperature or the randomness of the events. A control 

parameter representing temperature needs be introduced. It 

could be the number of event clusters or edges between events. 

The iteration is continued until human converges into complete 

understanding. 

In the crystallization, the computer analyzes the occurrence 

frequency and the co-occurrence of events. In the heating step, 

up to the specified peak temperature, the number of clusters and 

edges between visible events decrease. Weak associations are 

destroyed. The crystallized dark events disappear. Then, a 

Fig.3 Human-computer interactive annealing; a combination and iteration of 

human’s interpretation and computer’s crystallization of dark events. The 

horizontal axis is the number of iterations. The vertical axis corresponds to 

temperature, randomness or entropy of events. 
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cooling step comes after the heating step, where event structures 

are solidified as temperature goes down. The number of 

crystallized dark events between clusters of visible events 

increases on an event map. The clusters are connected to each 

other to form a single large structure. The crystallization is 

followed by human’s interpretation, where it is also checked 

whether the termination condition is fulfilled. 

In the interpretation, let us assume that the process involves a 

group of humans, as in the previous cases of chance discovery. 

The humans put annotation to individual structures appeared on 

an event map, guess the meaning of dark events, and put 

scenarios into a concrete shape. If the structure does not match 

their intuitive recognition, they start annealing iteration again. It 

is a trigger of a heating step where event structures are dissolved 

as the temperature goes up to the next peak temperature. The 

peak temperature is specified based on the degree of 

understanding. When the understanding is poor, they should not 

change the peak temperature largely, but should stare at the 

current graph on an event map. On the other hand, if the 

structure matches their intuitive recognition approximately, 

they can re-start crystallization algorithm again to crystallize 

dark events further. If the structure implies novel scenarios of 

event occurrence finally, the iteration terminates, ending in 

complete understanding. 

B. Simplified crystallization Algorithm: Computer’s Work 

A novel simplified crystallization algorithm is developed. 

The basic idea of the crystallization algorithm is that visible 

dummy events are inserted to the basket data to represent dark 

events artificially [11]. A dummy event is a symbolic expression 

of a latent structure containing dark events. Observed basket 

data }{ ibB =  shall be the input. The contents of the basket data 

are a set of events, grouped under a specific subject. Before 

processing the basket data with the crystallization algorithm, the 

number of clusters ||C  must be specified. At the first iteration, 

||C  is initialized to be unity or a small number. After that, ||C  

is gradually increased, based on the interpretation by human. A 

generic crystallization algorithm under a specified number of 

clusters consists of the five steps below. 

 

・ Step 1: Event Identification 

・ Step 2: Clustering 

・ Step 3: Dummy Event Insertion 

・ Step 4: Co-occurrence Calculation 

・ Step 5: Topology Analysis 

 

The first step is event identification. The all events appearing 

in the all basket data ])1||,0[(}{ −∈= BibB i  are picked up. 

They become vertices in the event map. A set of the all picked 

up events is denoted by E . An individual event is denoted by 

])1||,0[( −∈ Eiei . 

The second step is clustering. Clustering consists of 

partitioning a data set into subsets, so that the data in each subset 

share some similarity for some defined distance measure. The 

event set E  is classified into vertex groups under a specified 

number of clusters ||C . From equation (1), Jaccard coefficient 

for the all pairs of events is calculated. The pairs are sorted in 

the order of Jaccard coefficient. Following this order, edges are 

put to inter-connect the pairs until the number of disjoint vertex 

groups is reduced from || E  to ||C . The resulting groups are 

denoted by ])1||,0[(}{ −∈= CicC i . These clusters may be a 

visible event (bright galaxy) or an event cluster (bright isolated 

star). This step may employ technical expertise in statistics or 

machine learning such as hierarchical clustering, unsupervised 

learning, projection of high dimensional data, visualization and 

latent variable analysis [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. 

The third step is dummy event insertion. A dummy event 

iDE  is inserted into a basket ib , which results in 

}},{{ iii DEeb → . If ii be ∈}{  and jj be ∈}{  are the same for 

ji ≠ , iDE  is set to the same as jDE . The dummy event may 

represent a set of latent participants to the basket. It may also 

correspond to the subject to the basket. These are the first-order 

dummy events. Higher order dummy events can also be inserted 

into basket data. For examples, the third-order dummy event 

ijkDE  is inserted into basket data ib , jb , and kb . 

The forth step is co-occurrence calculation regarding the 

dummy events. The co-occurrence between a dummy event and 

clusters is evaluated according to equation (2). In equation (2), 

the function “max” (maximal) may be replaced by functions; 

“ave” (average) or “min” (minimal), depending on the problem 

nature. Two types of dummy events have large value of 

co-occurrence; those having large expected confidence with 

particular clusters, and those having relatively large expected 

confidence with relatively large number of clusters. 
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The fifth step is topology analysis. The dummy events are 

sorted in the order of co-occurrence in step 4. Following this 

order, the dummy events having the larger co-occurrence are 

picked up. The dummy events are set to pale bridges. Edges are 

put between the pale bridge and clusters so that the dummy 

events can look like a chance. The number of edges between the 

dummy events and event clusters is limited to 2 to 4 empirically. 

The number of dummy events is increased from unity until the 

all clusters in step 2 are inter-connected with pale bridges. This 

results in the final event map where the dummy events are 

crystallized from a latent structure and visualized as a chance. 

C. Interpretation: Human’s Work 

The human’s interpretation starts with putting annotation to 

the event clusters. Annotation means additional information 

associated with a particular piece of data or a set of data. The 

annotation is a metadata like notes, comments, explanation, 

reminder or hints. It is useful to put annotations on the event 

map as a text in order to transfer one reader's interpretation to 

the other readers. Its principal function is to convert the 

ambiguous awareness from intuition into an explicit and 

concrete understanding for the reader’s own purposes. An event 
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cluster on an event map represents an ontological entity concept 

in human recognition space. In other words, it constitutes 

dimensions of human’s understanding and thinking. Putting 

annotation about the meaning of pale bridges between event 

clusters does a task to put aside human recognition and to 

configure the human’s own understanding. 

Next, human’s interpretation proceeds to understand 

dummy events on the event map. The user needs to know which 

dummy events to focus on initially. There are a few heuristics to 

start with. They are regarding extraction of relevant structures 

from the event map. A heuristic is an empirical rule of thumb 

which usually produces a good solution or solves a simplified 

problem that contains the solution of complex problems. It often 

ignores whether the solution can be proven to be correct. But 

heuristic approach is effective when the problem is to 

complicate to define and treat mathematically, such as those in 

human knowledge, human recognition or human-computer 

interface. We have accumulated and confirmed two heuristics 

applicable to understanding the event map after crystallization. 

From the structure indicated by the following heuristics, 

investigation shall be started. 

 

・ Focus on the structure where many dummy events emerge as 

pale bridges between event clusters. 

・ Focus on the structure where dummy events (pale bridges) 

are directly inter-connected to event clusters. 

 

That is, it is recommended to investigate the basket subjects 

and the meaning of the dummy events in the focused structure. 

Relevant scenarios are lead by combining annotations to 

understand the features of the dark events, with human’s 

problem-specific knowledge and experiences. Within the 

scenario, the user shall get an insight into practical hypothesis 

beyond observation. For example, the hypothesis may account 

for an influence from an invisible leader over members in an 

organization. If the obtained understanding of the latent 

structure looks reasonable, the human’s interpretation 

terminates the iteration of computer’s crystallization and 

human’s interpretation in the annealing process. 

IV. BASIC EVALUATION 

A. Test Data Generated from a Scale-free Network 

We present a basic evaluation of the crystallization 

algorithm using test data generated from a scale free network 

[21]. The scale free network is a commonly used model to 

describe human’s communication, relationship or dependence 

in social problems. The scale free network tends to contain 

centrally located hub events. The hub events influence the way 

the network operates. However, random deletion of events has 

little effect on the network's connectivity and effectiveness. 

Figure 4 shows a scale free network having 101 events. It 

includes a primary hub event (labeled 0-00) and five clusters 

(labeled 1-xx, 2-xx, 3-xx, 4-xx, and 5-xx). The clusters include 

secondary hub events (labeled 1-00, 2-00, 3-00, 4-00, and 5-00) 

and 95 (=19*5) events. The event is connected with events in 

different clusters by the probability of 0.02. The occurrence 

frequency distribution of degree is ruled by the power law; 
7.2−

∝ xy . The evaluation is for the crystallization algorithm 

rather than for the whole annealing process. Human’s 

interpretation can not be applied because the scale-free network 

here does not have any understandable background context. 

The objective is to evaluate how much information 

regarding the primary hub event the crystallization algorithm 

can recover from the test data. The test data was generated in the 

two steps below. 

 

・ Step 1: One hundred basket data was generated from the 

scale free network. 

・ Step 2: A latent structure regarding the primary hub event 

for the evaluation was configured to the basket data. 

 

Events under a direct influence from an event are grouped 

into a basket. For example, we can imagine a situation where a 

person starts talking and a conversation takes place among 

neighboring persons. The area of such influence is specified 

Fig.4 Scale free network with a primary hub event (labeled 0-00) and five 

clusters (1-xx, 2-xx, 3-xx, 4-xx, and 5-xx). The clusters include secondary hub 

events (1-00, 2-00, 3-00, 4-00, and 5-00) and 95 events. The event is connected 

with events in different clusters by the probability of 0.02. The occurrence 

frequency distribution of nodal degrees obeys the power law. 

 

Fig.5 The first iteration of the annealing process, resulting in thirty dummy 

events inter-connected to three event clusters. 
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approximately with the distance from an event. In this 

evaluation, we made up one hundred basket data consisting of 

events within two hops from an individual event in figure 5. One 

hop is as long as one edge on the graph. Next, from the basket 

data, the primary hub event (0-00) was deleted so that the hub 

event was made invisible on the basket data. As a result, the 

primary hub event and the links inter-connecting the hub event 

and the five clusters became a latent structure hidden behind the 

basket data.  

B. Basic Evaluation for the Crystallization Algorithm 

Figure 5 shows an event map, after the first iteration of the 

annealing without human’s work, resulting in 30 crystallized 

dummy events (pale bridges) inter-connected to 3 event clusters 

(bright galaxies). The number of vertices in the clusters is set to 

100. The number of pale bridges was 30. The clusters 

correspond to a group of events 4-xx, a merger of events 1-xx, 

2-xx, 3-xx, and 5-xx, and a small fragment. Between the two 

large event clusters, a dummy event DE-80 appeared. Following 

the heuristics in section III, the basket data containing DE-80 

shall have relevant information on the latent structure. Actually, 

this basket data had contained the primary hub event before it 

was deleted. At least, one basket was identified, from which we 

would obtain a clue regarding the invisible primary hub event. 

Figure 6 shows an event map, after the second iteration of 

the annealing without human’s work, resulting in 50 crystallized 

dummy events (pale bridges) inter-connected to 6 event clusters 

(bright galaxies). The number of vertices in the clusters is still 

100. The number of pale bridges was 50. The largest cluster in 

figure 6 is divided into 4 smaller clusters. Five large clusters 

correspond to the original 5 clusters in figure 4. In addition to 

DE-80, dummy events DE-35 and DE-89 appeared between the 

two clusters. Thus, the basket data containing DE-35 and DE-89 

shall have additional relevant information on the latent structure. 

Actually, these basket data had contained the primary hub event 

before it was deleted. From these results, we confirmed that 

basket data containing dummy events appearing as pale bridges 

between large event clusters indicate relevant information on 

the latent structure. The crystallization algorithm can recover 

information from the test data. 

C. Precision and Recall for the Crystallization Algorithm 

We present quantitative performance evaluation to see 

whether the crystallization algorithm can output dummy events 

on the event map as a correct answer. In information retrieval, 

precision and recall have been used as evaluation criteria. 

Precision is the fraction of relevant data among the all data 

returned by search. Here, precision is evaluated by calculating 

the ratio of correct dummy events within all the dummy events 

emerging as pale bridges on the event map. The correct dummy 

events are those which were inserted to the basket data where 

the primary hub event had been deleted. In other words, they are 

those relevant to understanding the latent structure. Recall is the 

fraction of the all relevant data that is returned by the search 

among the all data. Recall is evaluated by calculating the ratio of 

correct dummy events emerging as pale bridges on the event 

map among the all correct dummy events. With precision and 

recall, we check whether the all dummy events and the only 

dummy events relevant to the primary hub event are picked up 

and visualized as pale bridges on the event map. 

Figure 7 shows the calculated precision and recall as a 

function of the number of dummy events emerging as pale 

bridges. These results are under the conditions in figure 5 (three 

event clusters) and 6 (six event clusters). Under the condition in 

figure 6, the precision ranges 80% to 90%, when the number is 

less than 25. The first 25 dummy events correspond to the 

essential parts of the latent structure. It must be noted that the 

remaining  25 dummy events become noisier. In addition to the 

heuristics in section III, this observation becomes an additional 

heuristic to prioritize the dummy events to start with. 

V. TOWARD THE REAL WORLD APPLICATION 

An experiment has been demonstrated to test the 

applicability of the whole human-computer interactive 

annealing process to social and business problems in the real 

world. The experiment is on human network analysis where we 

try to discover an invisible leader in a communication network 

with the annealing process. The latent structure is a chain of 

command from the invisible leader in a mailing list under a 

group-based collective decision-making circumstance. The 

Fig.6 The second iteration of the annealing process, resulting in fifty dummy 

events inter-connected to six event clusters. 

Fig. 7 Precision and recall as a function of the number of dummy events 

emerging as pale bridges. 
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invisible leader had a large influence on the discussion and 

opinions from individual members. A communication 

environment was prepared so that the invisible leader could 

instruct the individual members toward a favorable conclusion, 

orally without using the mailing list. During one month, 15 

members participated in the mailing list, 220 emails were sent, 

and 56 basket data are observed. Subjects of the basket data are 

the titles of emails. The contents of each basket data are a set of 

members who sent and replied to the emails with the subject. 

For example, a basket data contains a member initiating 

discussion by sending an email with “subject xx” and members 

replying to the email with “re: subject xx”. 

Figure 7 shows an event map after the third iteration of the 

annealing which results in fourteen crystallized dummy events 

(pale bridges) inter-connected to eight event clusters (bright 

galaxies) or visible events (bright isolated stars). The figure 

includes the annotations put in human’s interpretation. Four 

dummy events DE-07, DE-33, DE-35, and DE-45 appeared 

between a seven-member event cluster (Maeno, Ohsawa, 

Kushiro, Murata, Hashizume, Saito, and Murakami) and a 

single-member event (Horie). This area is the most important as 

the heuristics in section III indicate. Table I shows the subjects 

and contents of the basket data including the four dummy 

members. Table II shows the actual commands from the 

invisible leader. Comparing the subject and email text with the 

detail of the actual commands, we confirmed that eight of 

twelve commands were successfully revealed by the four 

dummy events. From this analysis, precision is 100% (=4/4) and 

recall is 67% (=8/12). These eight commands seem more 

important than others in terms of an effort to converge the 

discussion into conclusion. The annealing process accurately 

leads to the answer. Although the numbers 4 and 8 are small, 

this is a sound evidence of the performance, under the 

restriction where the invisible leader speak rarely. 

The experiment was successful in revealing the following 

two latent structures. 

 

・ Instructions in Command: The fact was as shown in table II. 

The result was that the four subjects suggested by the dummy 

events were included in the commands. The annealing 

process revealed communication among the four dummy 

events representing the invisible leader and the members. 

・ Chain of command: The fact was that the invisible leader had 

sent commands primarily to members in a seven-member 

event cluster and a single-member event. The result was that 

the edges stemming from the four dummy events were along 

the commands. The annealing process revealed the chain of 

command from the invisible leader to the members. It is 

consistent with the annotations on observed characteristics of 

the members. From the intuitive observation, we were got 

convinced that the invisible leader should primarily contact 

with the three important members (Kushiro, Murata, and 

Horie) in the clusters. 

 

Existing theory using scale free networks and small worlds 

have focused on descriptive features of human network [21], 

[22]. Inferring a latent structure behind observation is getting 

more important. Such problem examples are the assessment of 

an organizational communication capability, the evaluation of 

human relational influence in a workplace, detection of 

collusion in a bid, and identification of disguise in an Internet 

community. The human-computer interactive annealing along 

with the crystallization algorithm is expected to shed a new light 

on these problems. 

 
TABLE I 

BASKET DATA INCLUDING THE FOUR DUMMY EVENTS. 

Basket subject (email title) Basket contents (list of email sender 

and replier) 

Dummy 

event 

Assign roles Hashizume, Horie, Maeno, 

Murakami, Murata, Ohsawa 

DE-07 

Decide the place Hashizume, Horie, Kushiro, Maeno, 

Murakami, Saito 

DE-33 

Announce the setup Horie, Kushiro, Maeno, Murakami DE-35 

Vote on the proposals Hashizume, Horie, Maeno, 

Murakami, Murata, Ohsawa, Saito 

DE-45 

 
TABLE II 

ACTUAL COMMANDS FROM THE INVISIBLE LEADER. 

No. Command from the invisible leader Is it the four dummy 

events ? 

1 Announce about this mailing list No 

2 Invite new comers from outside No 

3 Introduce yourself No 

4 Make sub-groups to discuss individual topics Yes (DE-07) 

5 Play a role as a leader of a sub-group Yes (DE-07) 

6 Start discussion to assign tasks Yes (DE-07) 

7 Focus on particular subjects No 

8 Discuss on the place Yes (DE-33) 

9 Draw a conclusion on the recipe Yes (DE-45) 

10 Draw a conclusion on task assignment Yes (DE-45) 

11 Announce the arrangement Yes (DE-35) 

12 Announce the details Yes (DE-35) 

VI. DISCUSSION 

We have proposed a novel technique to understand dark 

events and to get an insight into practical hypothesis beyond 

Fig.8 The third iteration of the annealing process, resulting in fourteen dummy 

events inter-connected to eight event clusters in an experiment on discovering 

an invisible leader. 
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observation. Demonstration using a scale-free network shows 

that the precision regarding the crystallization algorithm ranged 

80% to 90%. The annealing was successful in an experiment on 

discovering an invisible leader under an on-line group-based 

collective decision-making circumstance. 

There are remaining issues in applying the human-computer 

interactive annealing to the real social and business problems. 

First, we need is to improve the crystallization algorithm for 

very large basket data. Assume that we have 105 basket data 

including 106 events. We must calculate Jaccard coefficients for 

1012 pairs of events in clustering and for 1011 combinations of 

dummy events and events in the clusters. We must draw an 

event map including at least 106 vertices. Such computational 

complexity may be solved with the introduction of abstraction, 

summarization, hierarchies, and granularity differentiation. At 

the same time, it is necessary to improve the accuracy and 

certainty themselves. Second, we need to develop heuristic 

guidelines to understand a complicated large event map. The 

annealing process proceeds from a simple event map including a 

few event clusters to a complicated event map including a lot of 

event clusters. We believe that such an incremental process 

largely helps humans’ understanding. However, it still depends 

on the experience of the individual experts of the annealing 

process whether one can get an insight into practical hypothesis 

or not. It is necessary to systematically establish expertise on 

heuristic guidelines for each application domain having specific 

computational and psychological problem nature. 
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